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Why Perform Bharatanatyam? By Srivani Dasi
Many dancers perform Bharatanatyam, but who really knows the purpose of this entertainment ? For many audiences it's just colorful, spectacular, mystical transformation, which remain behind many questions. As a Bharatanatyam dancer I would like to explain important aspects of Bharatanatyam performance.
Bharatanatyam attained cultural heritage and traditions its own individuality and dignity, and always associated with the temples in India from ancient times. The temples are not simply grand monuments which house beautiful images and employ priests to assists the faithful in their pujas. A temple is created wherever the devotee communicate with the God. This can range from the little shrine in the home to any communal setting, like a performance where the God is present.
Throughout the world, fine art is associated with religion but nowhere is this more apparent than in India where sculpture, music and dance combine to offer the most beautiful and genuine forms of devotion. Whenever and wherever Bharatanatyam is performed with integrity and devotion, a temple is created, where sculpture, music and dance combine to offer forms of devotion. In the symbolism of Bharatanatyam is hidden a deep understanding of how our Universe works. From the tiny atom to inconceivably immense intergalactic spaces. The dance is not just a beautiful symbol, but a reality, taking place within each of us this very moment. When we behold dance, the world is seen as it truly is, sacred. Through the profound emotions that the dance provokes in us, may we all transcend to a higher level of consciousness. Bharatanatyam as a form of devotional worship is given full expression through the concept of God as one's divine lover.
Rhythm and movement are basic to all creation and existence. Men, birds and beasts, plants, the earth, the planets and the stars, all are engaged in a ceaseless cosmic dance-recital, as it were. Rhythm and movement is life, and its cessation, stagnation, decay and death. Dance symbolizes both evolution and involution and springs from man's innermost creative impulses, religious urges, emotions and sensibilities. The aesthetic foundations of this art are laid on the rock foundations of spiritual sadhana or rigorous discipline leading to moksha or liberation, however fleeting and momentary in the beginning. This is an art of great thought, heart, and mind.
Whenever I'm watching performance of Bharatanatyam my heart is full of appreciation for the dancer who is like a messenger between the Supreme God and the soul.
With all my respect to the Bharatanatyam art
Srivani dasi
srivani-dancer@juno.com
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